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Agenda – 1:00 – 5:00

• Ancestry and Online Trees = 30 minutes

• Pre confederation Records = 30 minutes

• Break = 10 minutes

• WW1 = 45 minutes

• Questions & Break = 15 minutes

• WW2 = 45 minutes

• Questions = 15 minutes

• Military Tour of Beechwood = 45 minutes



Ancestry & Online trees



Ancestry hosts the 
world’s largest online 
family history collection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2019 we added 1.8 Billion Records and Every day we add 2 million new records!  Twice as many as any other genealogy website.



Family of Websites

• Ancestry.com launched in 1996

• Localized websites in 9 countries:

 United States  .COM

 United Kingdom  .CO.UK

 Canada  .CA – launched in 2008

 Australia  .AU

 Germany  .GE

 Italy  .IT

 France  .FR

 Sweden  .SE

 Mexico .MX

Ancestry DNA

Bottom

Right hand

Corner 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The initial Ancestry.com site officially launched in 1996 and we now have localized websites directed in eight countries including the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Germany, Italy, France, and Sweden.  New is Mexico and there is a significant amount of new records!  The Ancestry.com family encompasses Ancestry DNA, ProGenealogists, Fold3.com, Ancestry.com Family Tree Maker, Newspapers.com, and the Rootsweb community. Headquartered in Provo, Utah, Ancestry.com also has offices in San Francisco, California; Silver Spring, Maryland; Dublin, Ireland; London, England; Toronto, Canada; Sydney, Australia; Munich, Germany; and Stockholm, Sweden. 
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14 
Day 
Free 
Trial

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canada Discovery – Canadian Records - 9.99/monthCanada Discovery PLUS – All Canadian records PLUS worldwide Census and Civil Birth, Marriage and Death records – $14.99/month World Deluxe – All of our billions of records from around the world. - $24.99/month



Getting Started in 10 Easy Steps

1. Locate family documents and information

2. Interview Family Members

3. Create a family tree online – FREE on Ancestry

4. Educate yourself!  Get a Research Guide/Maps

5. Develop a Plan

6. Record everything 

7. Search and confirm historical records

8. Research in Libraries, Archives and Museums

9. Networking & Collaboration

10. Join a Genealogy Society

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will be our agenda for today!Develop a plan - - Find out who or what you want to research.  Some people want to research their father’s line and children, some want to get all of their cousins.  Some want to only research the mother’s line.Work Backwards



Top Tips for your Family Tree

• Start with yourself & work 

backwards  *ALL LIVING INFO IS 

HIDDEN TO OTHERS & NOT 

SEARCHABLE!

• 1 tree for both sides – Paternal & 

Maternal – as far back as you can 

go!

• Use full names, dates of birth, 

marriage, death (approximate is 

ok) and include place names

• Put all of your direct line 

ancestor’s full names in CAPITALS 

• Always use maiden/birth names 

for females.  Ancestry will use her 

married name if you’ve added it 

as an event.

• Scan any pictures and documents 

– upload to GALLERY

• Know the difference between 

Public & Private trees.  Ancestry 

anonymizes LIVING information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CAPITALIZE on your line of descent. - this will help you identify your direct ancestors from a list of all of their siblings.  Look at your tree in Pedigree view and do a quick edit for all of the names.Always use maiden/birth names for females.  Ancestry will use her married name if you’ve added it as an event.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 2 ways to view your family tree - Pedigree and Family View Buttons – This is a Pedigree View.   It is your direct lineage /bloodline.  Only your parentage.  To navigate further back, click the chevron arrow on the right,  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Family View & Navigation by clicking and dragging to move around – This can be unwieldly especially if there are many children!Or you could Find Person 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which will show you their main information across the top of their Profile page. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TABS – LIFESTORY - What I love about LifeStory is that I can invite people to come to view the tree and they’ll actually get a story about the ancestor they click on! The LifeStory view is where you can tell the story of your ancestor, starting with the details already in your online tree. Ancestry brings in the basic facts from the Facts View, including any additional comments you’ve put into the description. You can click on the Edit link on the right of each section to make changes, add family stories, your own memories, and other details that provide context to your ancestor’s life.CLICK We’ve also populated the timeline with Historical Insights like this one– events we think may have impacted your ancestor. Historical Insights can be reviewed to learn more and left on the timeline, or ignored if you don’t want to see that event. We also populate a timeline, with births and deaths of family members from the FACTS PAGE which can provide insights into what life was like for them (e.g., how old were they when they lost a parent or sibling?). 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Facts Page is the place where you’ll likely do the most research. As you add records from Ancestry, you’ll see events that have been indexed in the records appear in a timeline format on the left. When you click on an event, you will see lines connecting the event to the sources that document that event. The timeline allows you to see gaps in your research and decide what records you need to still track down. Best of all, you now have a great way to share all of your hard work with your family, in a rich and compelling family tree.  The SOURCES is what is generated when you attach a historical record to your tree and it links back to the Facts timeline.  This is how you can “prove” your tree to other people and visa versa.  The FAMILY Tab is where you can see the person’s Parents and siblings, Spouse and Children.  You can add these people to the person’s profile at any time.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding Your Own Records to Your TreeYou (or anyone you’ve invited as a Contributor) can add photographs and scanned images of records that you’ve found somewhere other than Ancestry to your Ancestry tree through a person’s profile page in your tree. Navigate to the person you want to attach the item to by either selecting them from the tree and clicking on their name or using the Find Person options in the upper-right corner of your screen. On the person’s profile page, click on the Gallery link to view media attached to that person. Click the Add menu on the right side of the page to add photos, documents, or stories. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know some of you are worried about people “taking” your pictures and using them on their own tree and I think you’ll be interested in this.  Here is a lovely picture I got from a website that I added to my gallery 8 years ago.  I linked it to both Robert and Susan Quantrill and when I go back and view it in my gallery I can see everyone’s “heads” and usernames of those who saved it to their tree.  I will want to look at their trees and contact each of them!  Also I have never seen a picture of my own grandfather (my Dad’s dad) and if I ever find one on a public tree I’m going to “take” it too!  



Hints
• Your very own RESEARCH ASSISTANT!

• For Trees & Historical Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our hinting system looks first at our most popular databases (census, BMD, draft cards, passengers lists, etc.) to see if there is enough information in your tree and in the record to give us a high degree of confidence that it is for the same person.  We also look at other member family trees to see if we can find who we believe is the same person in those trees.  We then provide hints to any records attached to that same person in those other trees regardless of which databases those records came from.As you enter people in your tree, Ancestry will be searching behind the scenes, looking for records that match the criteria you’ve entered, and you’ll begin to see leaves appearing on your tree. These leaves are Hints that Ancestry has found a record (or records) that may relate to your ancestor or FAMILY TREES. Remember you need to analyze what the hint is suggesting before you agree to add it to your tree! Be sure to examine each record and access any available images so you can determine whether or not the hint actually applies to your relative. While a hint suggests that the record is a potential match for your relative, it is not a certainty. You’ll also want to make sure you read the record thoroughly looking for additional clues that can propel your research back in time. **You will also get hints from other trees and connect with other people who are researching your same names!  



And they keep on coming!



Can we find 
more?
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Adding Records on Ancestry to Your 
Tree
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adding Records on Ancestry to Your TreeWhen you find a record that relates to your relative, you can attach it to your tree, so you won’t have to hunt for it again. Ancestry makes it easy to attach records you find on the site to people in your online tree. If you’ve accessed the record through a hint in your tree, Ancestry will ask whether it relates to your ancestor, allowing you to choose Yes, No or Maybe. If you’ve found the record through a search, look for the Save button, then the Save to person in your tree link, and then select the appropriate person in your online tree. 



Ways to Search

• Global Search - Search all Ancestry databases at once 

**exception – Nova Scotia!

• Location Search - Search by a map

• Collection/Category Search - Search all databases 

within a group of databases with similar records

• Individual Database Search - Search for an ancestor 

in one single database

• Search from your Family Tree - search all Ancestry 

databases at once



Home Tab



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The default page is for Canada where you will find all of the New and Updated collections by date and you can click on the dropdown to go to other Countries



Card Catalogue

Search by Title or Keyword

Eg. Loyalist or Loyalists

SHOW CANADIAN COLLECTIONS ONLY 

Filter by Collection and/or Dates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another great place to look for the databases on Ancestry is the Card Catalogue. You’ll see it under the Search Tab and in other places in the website.  By default it’s sorted by Date Added and if you see a New icon = 3 months



SEARCH TAB

LOCATION MAP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where you should SEARCH - ADVANCEDName/Field boxes Right hand side lists CategoriesCard CatalogueAnd special collections 



Search Military

• Global Search by 

Category

• All Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or you could go to the main Search tab and choose the military category.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at the right hand side under FEATURED DATA COLLECTIONS and choose the Canadian Military Collections which will show you ALL of our Military DB’s.  
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